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Dear Year 5s,

Welcome to another term! The days are getting longer and Spring is on it's way, filling us

with positive and happy feelings! 

This term will be packed full of special events and themed days, World Book Week, Careers

Week, British Science Week and the arrival of our Blessed month of Ramadhan. We pray it is

a successful term IA!

We would like to extend a warm welcome to our new Year 5 Madrasah Teacher - Sabihah

Apa! We hope you enjoy being in JGA as much as we do!

Maryam Apa, Sabihah Apa and Haleema Apa

THEME 
Our theme this term is..

 FEELINGS 

 

 REMEMBER 
PE - every Friday

Spelling Test - every Tuesday 

Fun Lunches - every Friday

(Keep an eye on Class Dojo

for the menu)

MADRASAH REMINDERS:

Monday - Duas

Tuesday - Surahs

Wednesday - Surahs

Thursday - Duas

World Book Day - 02/03/23 

Careers Day - 08/03/23 

British Science Week - WC 13/03/23 

Ramadhan Starts - Around 22/03/23 

Last Day of Term - 31/03/23

events of the term



MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

Multiply a 4-digit by a 1-digit number
Multiply a 2-digit by a 2-digit number
Multiply a 3-digit by a 2-digit number
Multiply a 4-digit by a 2-digit number

We will continue our learning of multiplication
and division:

statistics

Draw, read and interpret line graphs
Read and interpret tables
Read and interpret two-way tables
Read and interpret timetables

We will learn how to:

MATHS english ARGUMENT AND DEBATE
 School uniform, detentions, mobile phones or screen time - what
are your thoughts? In this block of learning, we will learn how to 
 effectively argue and persuade orally and in writing. 
For grammar, we will look at adverbials and cohesion, paragraphs,
commas to clarify meaning or avoid ambiguity.

poems by the same poet
We will meet Joseph Coelho! We will read, watch and discuss his work (in
Werewolf Club Rules), then write and perform poetry. For grammar, we will
revise noun phrases, and brackets, dashes and commas.

computing
flat file databases

We will be looking at how a flat-file
database can be used to organise data in

records. We will use tools within a
database to order and answer questions

about data. We will create graphs and
charts from this data to help solve

problems. We will also use a real-life
database to answer a question, and

present our work to others. 
 
 

SCIENCE 
FORCES

We will continue to learn
about the force of gravity
and identify the effects of

air resistance, water
resistance and friction that

act between moving
surfaces.

 
HUMANITIES 

ROMAN LEICESTER
We will continue to explore the
impact that Romans had on our

home city, looking at Roman
houses in Leicester, locate Roman

mosaic pieces in Leicester
(including townhouses, villas and

public buildings). Finally, we will look
at Roman geography in Leicester,

place names and locations.

D&T seasonal
cooking

This ‘Super Seasonal Cooking’
unit of work will teach us
about the importance of

buying seasonal food. We will
learn where, when and how a

variety of ingredients are
grown, reared, caught and

processed. We will then
sample some spring seasonal

food before designing our
own balanced seasonal meal. 

fiqh salaah

This term we will be learning
about qadha salah; what it

means, whether we need to
do qadha of sunnah or not
and also how to keep track

of our salah. 
 

To welcome ramadhan, we
will also be learning all about
salatul Eid! What to do on Eid
day and how to pray salatul

Eid.

pe football
This term we will continue to build on our
knowledge and skills of football, including

controlling the ball using both feet, passing
over different distances, dribbling the ball,
using the inside, outside (hooks) and drag

back techniques to turn. 
 

We will learn body position to defend in a
range of situations. 

 
Finally, we will learn to communicate

tactically in defence/attack in a game
situation.

arabic 
hobbies

By the end of the term, we
will be able to talk about

our hobbies, interests and
sports. We will learn how
to construct sentences

to express what we like to
do and even what we

don't enjoy. 
 

PSHE safe relationships continued...

In this topic of learning, we will learn about privacy and personal boundaries. 
We will learn about  why someone may behave differently online, including

pretending to be someone they are not.
We will identify strategies for recognising risks, harmful content and contact

and how to report concerns.
We will learn how to respond safely and appropriately to aduts we may

encounter (in all contexts including online) that we do not know.
 


